Blogging for Profits is the
Best Job in the World!

By Freddy Gandarilla
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What is your dream job? ... mine would be blogging for profits and earning a residual income
from my blog online every single month!
There are many ways to make money in this world, and on the internet, but my favorite one is
blogging for profits.
Making money from a blog that gets a huge amount of visitors every day, will be the best thing
you have ever built online.
It is possible for anyone to build a successful blog online and everyone can do it, but not
everyone will.
There are many reasons why someone will have a hard time building a successful blog online - I
have talked about some of the things that might be holding you back from accomplishing your
goals online. You can read it here.
In this post, I'm going to talk to you about blogging for profits. There are some basics things
you might not know, and you should know, if you are trying to build a successful blog online.
Just imagine this for a minute; writing a couple of articles for 2 to 3 hours, 4 days a week, and
waking up most days to new leads, sign ups, and affiliate commissions.
Just close your eyes for a second, and imagine, what kind of lifestyle you would have if that was
your main income stream.
And you can work from anywhere in the world, as long as you have a good internet connection,
of course! lol :D
Building a successful blog online that will earn you enough money to live off of it - can take a lot
of time, so, you need to be prepared to be really patient with the entire process, and be ready to
take massive action.
The process is simple, but yet not too many can be really and truly successful at it. The reasons
why this happens will depend a lot on many factors.
It all comes down to; learning the right knowledge, always keeping the ego down, always be
open to learn from others online, take massive consistent action, and teach the same information
to others.
Follow the L.D.T. Rule online!
How to Become Successful Online: The L.D.T. Rule Never Fails!
As I was saying, the success of someone who is trying to build a successful blog online, will
depend on many factors.
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The best way to become a successful blogger, and start blogging for profits, is to learn all of the
right knowledge and put it all together the right way.
Once you learn how to blog for profits, it will be time to learn how to put a good plan, the right
plan to follow.
It is very important for your success, to put everything you learn about blogging, the right way.
I'm going to share with you how to build a powerful blog online, start blogging for profits, and
make blogging your main income stream online.

The Art of Blogging for Profits

Ever since blogging became a popular way of earning a nice income online - there are hundreds
of new blogs created every minute.
There are thousands of brand new blogs created daily, all around the world, and guess how many
of those blogs will become successful? .... very few!!
They say about 1% of the people starting a brand new blog online will actually make it happen.
So, out of 100 people, only one will actually build a good income from their blog online.
Earning money from a blog online is more than just a concept, it can be viewed as an online art.
Building a successful blog online, and blogging to build up a lot of revenue, to eventually earn
money from it, is a skill you will need to learn and practice.
The best way to learn something is to just jump right into the information and jump right into the
massive action, as soon as possible.
Just like when you learned how to swim, (or at least some of us did) our uncles threw us in the
deep waters and we had to learn how to swim one way or another.
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Of course, this learning method for swimming might seem cruel, but it is very effective. And, of
course, an adult has to be always monitoring what happens and don't let any drowning happen.
:D
I know I am not the best person to give examples but I hope you get the point here.

To help you understand how to start blogging for profits a bit more - I recorded
the following video for you... (click to watch)

I've showed you a good way to get ideas for the content for your blog and also get free traffic
from a niche community.
I call it a niche community because only people interested in the topic of the forum will join and
be active members. There are thousands of forums out there on many different niches - so you
need to learn how to use them to 'refer' people to your valuable blog.
Here are some useful websites to help you find forums online:






Boardreader.com
Omgili.com
1Topix.com
theBiggestBoards.com
FindaForum.net

Once you find the forums you want to use - sign up and start taking massive action!
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Follow everything that I teach you here and in the video. You can apply the simple process in
any forum online, in any niche.

Get Traffic to your Blog
Here is the simple process to getting free traffic from forums online - they are very simple steps...
1 - Make sure the Forum allows you to have a Signature and at least one link in it. Read the
Forum's Guidelines, Terms & Conditions and all of the rules.
2 - Learn the best copy-writing skills and split test what you put on your signature, to get the
most clicks on your link.
3 - Introduce yourself with a good energetic message.
4 - Try to welcome other new members as often as you can.
5 - Start creating valuable Threads and make sure you solve specific problems for the people in
the forum community.
6 - Take a time to look around the forums and reply to people's questions and threads. Always
reply with a solution and with a lot of value.
7 - Engage in the Forum Community as much as possible and become a known member. You
want to become an expert in your Niche (in the forums).
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8 - Do this as often as possible and just make it a habit to engage with people on the forums just
like you do on Facebook. ;)
To get more detailed information on how to do forum marketing online, check out this blog post;
How to Do Forum Marketing the Right Way
These are very simple tips to help you get the best results when you are looking to build up the
traffic flow to your blog online using Forums Online.
This is just one internet marketing strategy to help you get free traffic to your blog, so soon
enough you can start blogging for profits, and if you take massive action with this information it can really pay off.
There are many more ways to get free traffic to your blog online - I highly recommend you to
read this to learn simpler internet marketing strategies.

Blogging for Profits is Possible!

The sooner you mark this really well on your brain, take massive action and do whatever it takes,
the sooner it will happen for you.
Understand this...
The harder you work right now, the faster you will accomplish your goals. So this means, the
harder you work now, the less time you will have to do it for! ... ;)

Take Massive Action!
If you do this the right way and you do it for a long time - and you get good results, please come
back to this post and leave a comment below with your experience. That would be awesome! :D
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Now, what I talked to you about so far is the traffic generation part. The part where you need to
market the heck out of your blog online.
Traffic is a topic many newbies have a challenge with and maybe is because they expect big
results with these simple internet marketing strategies, with a little bit of work done.
The truth is that if you really want to get big results with internet marketing strategies, you will
also need to put in a lot of big hard work. You know better than anyone else the fact that a lot of
hard work you put into anything is equal to big, good results.
The sooner you get into the right mindset and approach this industry with the right thinking and
attitude - the sooner you will succeed.
The next thing you have to learn and educate yourself in - is in optimizing your blog's design for
the best click and lead conversions.

Split testing is the best way to improve conversions

When you build your blog online, make sure you also work a lot on monetizing the website
design.
Put banners, capture forms, and call-to-actions around your blog's design. Just make sure to not
overdo it and overcrowd your blog with ads.
You want a clean and simply monetized blog site. You can look at other blogs for an example
and try to model after them. The next step would be to do your own split testing to use the best
ads that get you the most clicks and leads.
I will talk about some cool split testing plus+ copy writing skills you can use to get the best
results on a future blog post. And I might record a video for it too - so make sure you are
following this blog and you are subscribed to our newsletters!
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If you don't get this conversion part, right and you might have a hard time understanding
everything very well - do not worry too much about it. Just do what you can and move onto the
next thing.
And the next thing would be to learn how to create very valuable and quality content for your
blog and your readers.

Solve a Specific Problem with Every
Blog Post you Publish

If you really and truly want to earn money from a blog online and start blogging for profits - then
you will understand this part very, very well and I really mean it!...
Because if you do not get this part right - you will have a hard time taking your blog to success.
The content you share with the world online will be the key to the success of the blog.
Of course the marketing of that content is as important too! ...lets not forget that! ;)
You need to learn how to solve people's problems with the things you share online. Learn how to
become an expert on your niche and learn how to teach solutions to the people with the
problems.
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It's all about Supplying Demands!

If you can supply a demand then you can get on the path to a lot of success. A lot of money.
People will always pay for what they really need. It is a matter of becoming the one who has
what they need.
Learn how to do this with your content, with the content you publish on your blog. Then market
the heck out of your blog posts and always keep sending people back to those valuable blog
posts.
There are many ways to get free traffic to your blog posts - I shared with you a very simple one
with Forums but another one I really like to implement is SEO (search engine optimization).
Learn more about it on this blog. :D
Once you start becoming a great writer/blogger in your niche and you start getting good traffic to
your blog - you need to start building a good relationship with your subscribers, your leads.
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Build a List and Build
Friendships

Once you start getting a lot of traffic and a lot of people starts following you - a lot of people will
opt-in to your email list.
If you are not using an Email Marketing Tool yet and you are not building a list then you are
crazy! ..
Not all of the money is in the list but building the list is part of earning the money online.
You need to be using an auto-responder service if you want to start blogging for profits online.
Here are a few Auto-Responder Services you can use:







Aweber.com
iContact.com
Tinyletter.com
goGVO.com
GetResponse.com
MailChimp.com
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Once people start following you through emails - you will need to build a good relationship with
them. This is just like building a good relationship with anyone else.
Your goal with your subscribers is to help them get what they want. It is very important you
know about them and ask them questions to know more about them.
You should do a survey every month and find out what your list really wants. Once you get this
information, then you can learn what to share with them and the best way to build a trust with
them.
Once people trust you and have learned very valuable things from you - they feel more
comfortable spending their money on you. When you offer more value than the products you
promote - people are more likely to buy from you and sign up to your offers.
In order to build a good relationship and friendship with your leads, you will have to sell the
right products. What you sell to your leads has a big impact on what type of relationship you will
have with them.
You don't want to sell your followers crap! ... as simple as that!

Sell the Right Products
One very important thing to be very careful with when you are trying to blog for profits online, is
with the products you promote.
If you sell crappy products and people are not happy with the services you provide them with,
then you will have an even harder time building a successful blog online.
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When people keep buying from you and everything they bought from you was crappy products then they will lose trust in you and eventually stop following you.
Some of your followers might even blog about you and talk about how much you slam your list
with different crappy "gurus" products. You do not want this reputation online! ...
Make sure that whatever you are promoting online and on your blogs - is something you have
used yourself and it is something you have bought yourself.
The best way to sell an affiliate product or service online is by trying it yourself and getting
results with it - it will then become easier to talk about it and you will also have the ability to
record a video of you using the product or service.
Take care of what you sell to your revenue and you should be good to go! ;)

The Conclusion
Blogging for profits online is something anyone can do but not everyone will. I always say this
and it is because that's the truth.
Not everyone will approach this information with the right mindset, attitude and an open mind.
And not everyone will take the enough amount of hard work to get the necessary results.
Blogging for profits will only be for those who REALLY want to make it happen REALLY
BAD. It will be for those who have a TREMENDOUS amount of burning DESIRE to just DO
IT.
With this in mind..... I will end this post... :D
I really hope you have learned how to make blogging a profitable thing to do. And how to
make blogging a profitable business online.
All of the information to build a successful blog online is already on this website, the challenge
will be on whether you take massive action with it or not.....
....and on whether you realize that the information is really already here for you to take your
blog the next level... or not!!...
Thanks for reading!
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I wish you the best success online!
Love&Harmony
Sincerely,
-Freddy Gandarilla
"freedom blogger"

Learn the best internet marketing tips and tricks
at InternetMarketingBlog101.com
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